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British PM Cameron is often quite keen to stand in front of the TV cameras and lecture the
public on the values of peace and democracy in an unstable world. With his public school
accent and an air of authority and respectability afforded by the trappings of state, Cameron
words may carry a good deal of weight to the casual observer. But what better way to
evaluate his commitment to such high-minded principles by highlighting his actions.

Let’s cast our eyes towards the Arab world. Under Cameron, Britain is not only involved in
stoking conflict  in Syria right now, but also helped destroy Libya by supporting and taking
part in an illegal NATO bombing campaign. Moreover, Britain not only exported weapons
and crowd control equipment to Gaddafi months before attacking him, but also to dictator
Hosni Mubarak in Egypt and to the regime in Bahrain, a clique which last year carried out
the fiercest of crackdowns on protesters.

And  this  week,  David  Cameron  is  accompanying  representatives  of  British  weapons
manufacturers to Saudi Arabia and the UAE in an attempt to win further lucrative defence
contracts for UK firms.

Referring to this trip, Britain’s Green Party MP Caroline Lucas says that while the economy
needs a boost, Cameron should draw the line at “dirty money”. Lucas went on to say that
Britain  has  a  shameful  track  record  of  exporting  arms  and  equipment  to  regimes  in
countries such as Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Libya and said Britain can’t claim to be on the
side of peace and democracy while the PM acts as a travelling salesman for the arms
industry.

Henry McLaughlin,  from the Campaign Against  Arms Trade (CAAT),  added that despite
everything  that  has  happened  in  the  last  two  years  in  the  Arab  world,  the  British
government continues to bolster authoritarian regimes with weapons’ sales and to spend
taxpayers’ money on promoting further deals.

The beneficiaries of the UK arms trade

While spokespersons from the British government are fond of telling the media that tens of
thousands of British jobs depend on the defence industry and that huge arms deals are
‘good for the country’, it is well worth considering that defence companies are privately
owned and that each worker employed in the UK by BAE Systems, the country’s largest
defence contractor, is subsidised to the tune of around 13,000 pounds a head. It begs the
question, media sound bites aside, who really benefits from the arms industry?

The  arms  sector’s  contribution  to  the  British  economy  is  minimal,  but  the  industry
constitutes  a  very  powerful  and  effective  lobby  and  the  links  and  revolving  door  between
government and self-serving arms manufacturers have been noted (1). Little wonder then
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that in 2006, using a report from BASIC, the Oxford Research Group and Saferworld, and
updated  government  figures,  it  was  calculated  that  the  arms  trade  received  about  852
million pounds a year in subsidies. Much of this money goes to BAE, a company with a track
record of bribery, espionage and arms deals with oppressive regimes, among other dodgy
deeds.

Kaye Stearman from CAAT says that while BAE loves to talk about the supposed benefits it
brings to the UK economy, the greatest benefits go to the arms company’s bosses. Top man
at BAE Ian King pockets around a million pounds a year base salary, according to the 2010
BAE annual report and already has a pension pot of 11 million pounds. That’s not even
taking into account his various share options.

David Cameron does a good job for the likes of King. In 2011, he was in Egypt mouthing
platitudes about democracy and human rights as the Mubarak regime fell. Then he moved
on with his arms dealers in tow to Bahrain and Saudi Arabia- those bastions of democracy
and human rights, who were invited by the Cameron government to attend a London arms
fair.  And on the day that Cameron was in Libya celebrating another hollow victory for
imperialism, many of his arms dealing cronies in London were reaping the rewards of his
militaristic policies and salesmanship at the said fair, the Defence and Security Equipment
International Exhibition.

As the London fair was in full flow, Cameron was in Libya wallowing in the limelight on the
political  platform  of  ‘protecting’  Libyans  from  Gadhafi.  What  sheer  hypocrisy.  Tens  of
thousands now lie dead in Libya, countless others were maimed and much of the country’s
physical and social infrastructure is in ruins as a result of British-French military rockets and
bombs.

Some 1,000 arms manufacturers displayed their wares in London, and over 40 countries
were represented. The Economist Intelligence Unit (part of the Economist Group) stated that
14 of those countries were authoritarian regimes. Five countries, according to the British
government itself, were countries with “the most serious human rights concerns.”

Quick death, fast profits

But who cares when there is a fast buck to be made? Certainly not the British government,
which partly funded the event through its arms promotions organisation. Despite apparent
concerns over repression and human rights abuses and despite soothing official statements
about the stringent conditions for issuing sales licences for arms, Cameron has few qualms
about selling to Algeria, Israel, Bahrain, Libya, Iraq, Saudi, Pakistan and the UAE, some of
which constitute his government’s ‘arms export priority markets’.

While Cameron and British Foreign Secretary William Hague stand in front of TV cameras
and make warm sounding speeches about humanitarianism and the precious nature of
human life, they and their arms dealing buddies are all to willing to play fast and loose with
the lives of millions of people through their militarism, the ratcheting up of regional tensions
and the sanctioning of arms deals.

If  the  arms  industry  ever  went  into  a  mild  panic  when  the  Cold  War  finished,  there  was
never any need. Despite the economic downturn and major defence cutbacks in the US and
Europe, markets such as West Asia, Africa and India, the world’s largest arms importer, are
on hand to keep the pot boiling. With politicians stuffed in back pocket and tensions being
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stoked in various locations across the globe, regional arms races seem likely to keep the
arms trade in profit for a long time to come.

As far as India is concerned, according to the Stockholm Peace Research Institute, India is
the world’s largest importer of arms and its imports have grown by around 240 per cent
since 2000. In 2009/2010,New Delhi’s defence spending increased by 34 per cent in one
year alone.  Notwithstanding India’s  concerns over China and its  ongoing tensions with
Pakistan, the Indian state is currently using 50,000 security personnel in an attempt to quell
its Naxalite/tribal insurgency.

The insurgents are operating in some of  the world’s most impoverished and politically
disenfranchised geographic regions. It doesn’t take a cynic to ponder if such a situation
merely represents a profitable opportunity for arms companies abroad to flog their wares to
the Indian state in order for it to carry out repression on its poorest people who are resisting
state-corporate land grabs.

In the meantime and back in Britain, people are continually fed the lie that eye-catching
arms deals are good for “the country.” In this time of biting austerity, it’s the quality of life
for us, the people, that really counts, not headline-hogging arms deals that ultimately fuel
conflict to the detriment of the many and for the benefit of the few.

1) Revoling door log, CAAT: http://www.caat.org.uk/issues/influence/revolving-door.php
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